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Microsoft  Office Word 2007 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
The smart way to learn Office Word 2007one step at a time! Work at your own pace through the easy numbered steps, practice files on CD, helpful hints, and troubleshooting help to master the fundamentals of working with the latest version of Word, including how to navigate the new user interface. You will discover how to use features in Word to help...
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Refactoring HTML: Improving the Design of Existing Web Applications (The Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2008
Like any other software system, Web sites gradually accumulate “cruft”  over time. They slow down. Links break. Security and compatibility  problems mysteriously appear. New features don’t integrate seamlessly.  Things just don’t work as well. In an ideal world, you’d rebuild from  scratch. But you can’t:...
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C# 2012 for Programmers (5th Edition) (Deitel Developer Series)Prentice Hall, 2013

	Welcome to Visual C#® 2012 and the world of Microsoft® Windows® and Internet and web

	programming with Microsoft’s .NET platform. Please read the book’s back cover and inside back

	cover—these concisely capture the book’s essence. In this Preface we provide more details.





	We focus on...
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New Perspectives on HTML and CSS: IntroductoryCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way

	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that HTML

	and CSS have to offer.





	In developing the New Perspectives Series, our goal was to create books that give students

	the software...
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The Flip Mino Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2009

	The Flip Mino and MinoHD are the best-selling family of affordable and simple-to-use digital camcorders in the U.S. Since its launch in 2007, Flip Video has sold over 1.5 million camcorders. The Flip MinoHD is the world's smallest high definition camcorder at just over three oz. The MinoHD records up to 60 minutes of HD video and comes...
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JavaScript for ProgrammersPrentice Hall, 2009

	The practicing programmer’s Deitel® guide to XHTML®, CSS®, JavaScript™, XML® and Ajax RIA development. 


	 


	This book applies the...
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Internet Security: Cryptographic Principles, Algorithms and ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Cryptography is the key to securing the Internet
If every communication network were to use a secure system based on encryption, then viruses, worms and hackers would have a very hard time. Unfortunately, this scenario does not reflect the reality of the Internet world today. However, with security issues becoming more and more important...
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Agile Product Management with Scrum: Creating Products that Customers Love (Addison-Wesley Signature SeriesAddison Wesley, 2010

	The First Guide to Scrum-Based Agile Product Management


	 


	In Agile Product Management with Scrum, leading Scrum consultant Roman Pichler uses real-world examples to demonstrate how product owners can create successful products...
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C# 2010 for Programmers (4th Edition) (Deitel Developer Series)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to C# 2010 and the powerful Microsoft® .NET 4 Framework


	Written for programmers with a background in C++, Java or other high-level, object-oriented languages, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and...
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New Perspectives on HTML and XHTML: Comprehensive (New Perspectives (Course Technology Paperback))Course Technology PTR, 2008

	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that the
	World Wide Web has to offer.


	Our goal in developing the New Perspectives Series was to create books that give students
	the software concepts...
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